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The Prime Minister and Mr Michael Ancram MP saw James 

Molyneaux MP for about an hour on the evening of 17 October. 

NO. 898 P001 

On "pennanence", Molyneaux confirmed the position which he took in 

his interview on 15 October with Jim Dougal of the BBC. He agreed that the 

time had come to move forward. He understood why the Prime Minister had 

not wished to do so before the end of the Conservative Party Conference. 

Thereafter. he imagined that the Prime Minister would wish to leave a brief 

space of about a week: but he would have a f rcc hand from next week onwards. 

The other main point~ discus.~ were as follows: 

Surrendet of ~ps: Molyneaux wondered whether we could put the 

onus on the 'laoisc:ach and the Republic uf Ireland rc,r dealing with the 

IRXs weapons. 

PIRA taraerin,: Molyneaux had heard from sensitive sources that PIRA 

wa~ still targeting people. He undcrsUxld thal some sensitive information 

had also been leaked to a Guardian journalist, ·who had not so far printed 

it. 

LQyalill5: Molyneaux sugge~ted that we should conduct "exploratory 

talks• with repRsenrativcs of the Loyalist Paramilitilric.s, and then arnmgc 

for them to bold some sort of bilaccrnl polirical discussions with Michael 

Ancram. He felt that the US Government's decisi<>n to w-.iivc visa 

restrictions on a group of Loyalist Paramilitaries had made it easier li,r 
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HMG to have contact with them. (He did not. of course. argue that they 

could become full participants in the talks process.) 

ll9rder Crossinas: Molyneaux pa."scd on a suggesliut1 fnnn Ken Maginnis 

that we should not hasren unduly to repair the border roads. where 

crossings were reopened. His argumentation was noc entirely clear to 

me. He referred to the distinction between authorised and unauchorised 

crossing points. He also seemed to be suggesting that repairing roads 

was not the highest priority for expenditure. I assume he had some 

hidden agenda. 

Reviving the "Jim Prior,. A~semhly: Molyneaux tried this idea ou( on me 

before bis discussion with lhe Prime Minister, and then tried it again. He 

said that Jim Prior's 11advisory .. assembly had only be.en prorogued. We 

could therefore revive it without new legislation as an inccrim step to 

begin restoring local democr.u..-y. On c:ad1 occasion. we countered that 

there would be no point in doing this if the SDLP declined to participate: 

and we knew that the SDLP would decline. unless the as.~mhly was part 

of a wider deal. Molyneaux acknowledged that he had no answer to this, 

and did not press his point. 

The Economy; The Prime Minister said that we hoped to convene a large 

investment conference iD Bel fast, though this would take some Lime lo 

prepare. Molyneaux had an idea of his own. This was that we should 

convene a .meetiDg of the 26 Mayors (many of whom were SDLP) and 

their 26 Clerics (politically neutral) ro advise the Government on bow 

European Union funds should be spent. and in particular how to address 

the problQD of redeploying the 20-25,000 people working in the .. security 

industry". This would be purely a consultation exercise. We would not 

have to tamper ~ Local Government Ac;t. It might help us to pn."Vcnt 

European and American funds falling into the wrong hands. The Prime 

Minisrer and Michael Ancram said that this was an interesting idea. at 

first blush. We would certainly consider it. 

Joint Framework Document: The Prime Minister mentionccJ the: idea of 

publishing the Joint Framework D<1cumcnt. and also of publishjng in 

parallel our proposals for sn-and one. The proposals were: hound to leak 

as soon as we bad given them to the political parties. Publication would 

help to allay anxieties. Molyneaux reiterated hi$ old idea (Cn\'Crcd also 

in the Dougal interview) of convening the party leaders m receive the 

document, and then asking them 10 comment on it after a shon period of 

srudy. He said that his pany remained edgy about the fr.tmcwork 
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document, especially as a result of statcmcnL~ on North/South structures 

by the Thoi~ch. If it contained too many of the Taoiscach's ideas. they 

feared that It would be the beginning of the slippery slope to joint 

authority. The Prime Minister said thac there would be no joint au1horily 

in the IFD. By publishing the document , we would show that we were 

playing straight. He and Michael Ancram assured Molyneaux chat we 

would also wish to seek his views privately before the document was 

finalised. 

Foll9w-u12 

I would be grateful for your early comment~ on the idea of co11sulci11g the 

Mayors and Clerks. What would be the downside'! If there arc no suhstantial 

disadvantages. the Prime Minister might wish to add this point to his 10D 

speech. For example. he could indicate that we were going to carry out a 

consultation before the investment conference. The consultation n1ighl 

conceivably take place in two or three stages. one of which could be a 

collective meeting here at Number 10 with the Prime Minister. (Before 

committing the Prime Minister to such a meeting. we would need to be assured 

both that there would be a decent turn out across the partic. .. ; and that the~ was 

sufficient subsiance in the discussion.) 

I am copying this letter to Dickie Stagg (foreign and Commonwealth 

Office) and Melanie Leech (Cabinet Office. 

Marrin Howard. Esq. 

Northern heland Office 
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